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“You never get a second chance to 
make a good first impression.”
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Firm Perspective

What do you think makes a good interview?

What do you think we’re looking for?
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Firm Perspective 
Understanding What We Want

z Positive attitude and self-confidence

z Displayed leadership abilities

z Effective communicator

z Quick learner that takes initiative

z Goal oriented

z Flexible and adaptable

z Team member

z Academic achievement

z Desire to work in the practice you’re interviewing for

z High level of integrity
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Interviewing – The Four “Knows”

z Know the company and position

z Know yourself

z Know the interview procedure

z Make sure the interviewer knows about you when the interview is over
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Interview Preparation –
Self-assessment

Know yourself – What makes you stand out?

z Strengths and areas for improvement

z Academic performance

z Career interests

z Work experience

z Special skills, interests, or abilities

z Outside activities

z Leadership positions
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Interview Preparation –
Self-assessment (continued)

Know your résumé

z Compile positive examples and stories to highlight strengths, experiences, and skills

z Don’t memorize exact answers – Use sound bites

z Be fluent and confident – Not a practiced speech

z Use “I” language versus “we” – Speak about YOU!

z Quantify examples
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Interview Preparation
SOAR When Preparing Answers

Situation – State a specific situation and role you have played

Obstacles – Outline obstacles you have faced

Actions – Specific actions taken

Results – Results or accomplishments you have achieved
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Greeting and Handshake

z Always stand to shake interviewer’s hand

z A firm, confident handshake (known as the web-to-web) with the entire hand is best; 
avoid a limp or iron-hand grip

z Look the interviewer in the eyes and smile when shaking his or her hand

z If applicable:

− Wait to be escorted to the interview room

− Wait until the interviewer invites you to be seated before doing so

− Follow the lead of the interviewer
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Your Role: Responding to 
Questions

z Being well prepared will alleviate nerves

z Take time to collect your thoughts. Breathe and relax!

z Be comfortable with silence

z Speak slowly and clearly

z Be aware of your nonverbal gestures and habits

z Keep hands clasped in lap if prone to nervous gesturing

z Express enthusiasm and interest throughout

z Be honest, positive, and avoid boasting
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Your Role: Responding to 
Questions (continued)

z Everything on your résumé is fair game; be able to address all items without referencing 
the résumé

z Speak from your actual experiences, not how you would hypothetically handle a situation

z Maintain comfortable eye contact and smile

z Display professionalism and poise

z Emphasize your role throughout your answers

z Avoid derogatory statements; be positive

z Avoid filler nonwords: “um,” “like”
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Behavioral Questions

• Tell me about a time when you had to work under particularly stressful 
circumstances?

• Describe a situation in which you faced a sharp learning curve in understanding 
a course or project?

• Tell me about a time you had competing priorities and deadlines.  How did you 
manage all of them?

• Tell me about a time you had to work with a difficult person.  How did you deal 
with the situation?

• How would you describe your leadership style?  Give me an example of when 
you demonstrated this style.

• Give me an example of a creative or innovative idea you’ve offered your school 
group or organization
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Mock Interview
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Your Role: Asking Questions

z Well thought-out, prepared questions

z Demonstrate interest in the company

z Your research will pay off; thoughtful questions will help you stand out

z Should not focus on salary

z Avoid obscure questions

z Avoid asking questions just to ask

z Appropriate to reference a list of questions and/or record answers
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Your Role: Ending the Interview

z Request a business card

z Thank the interviewer

z Stand, smile, initiate handshake

z Maintain professionalism to the very end
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Your Role: Follow-up

Thank-you notes

z Timeliness is key. Send immediately. Our decisions are made quickly.

z E-mail is best

z Avoid cutesy cards or gifts

z Reference something from the interview to continue building rapport

z Double-check spelling, especially names, before sending

z Contact Professionals/Recruiter to follow-up with any additional questions
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Questions
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Jimmy Edwards – Campus Recruiter

jkedwards@kpmg.com 
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KPMG. A Great Place to Build 
Your Career.

To learn more about KPMG:

z Read about us in KPMG GO

z Follow us on twitter at www.twitter.com/KPMGCampusUS

z Watch us on YouTube at www.youtube.com/KPMGGO

z Visit our Web site at www.kpmgcampus.com
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